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Environmental fluctuations are important for parasite spread and persistence.
However, the effects of the spatial and temporal structure of environmental
fluctuations on host–parasite dynamics are not well understood. Temporal
fluctuations can be random but positively autocorrelated, such that the
environment is similar to the recent past (red noise), or random and uncorrelated with the past (white noise). We imposed red or white temporal
temperature fluctuations on experimental metapopulations of Paramecium
caudatum, experiencing an epidemic of the bacterial parasite Holospora
undulata. Metapopulations (two subpopulations linked by migration) experienced fluctuations between stressful (58C) and permissive (238C) conditions
following red or white temporal sequences. Spatial variation in temperature
fluctuations was implemented by exposing subpopulations to the same
(synchronous temperatures) or different (asynchronous temperatures) temporal sequences. Red noise, compared with white noise, enhanced parasite
persistence. Despite this, red noise coupled with asynchronous temperatures
allowed infected host populations to maintain sizes equivalent to uninfected
populations. It is likely that this occurs because subpopulations in permissive
conditions rescue declining subpopulations in stressful conditions. We show
how patterns of temporal and spatial environmental fluctuations can
impact parasite spread and host population abundance. We conclude that
accurate prediction of parasite epidemics may require realistic models of
environmental noise.

1. Introduction
Increasingly, environmental variability is seen as an important factor driving
host–parasite interactions [1 –3]. Empirical and theoretical studies indicate
that temporal environmental fluctuations are linked to disease severity, and
can be key for accurate prediction of epidemic onset in natural populations of
both animal and plant parasites [4– 6]. However, not all parasites follow
straightforward seasonal dynamics [7], and not all relevant environmental factors vary in a predictable fashion [8]. Hence, it remains an open question how
environmental stochasticity drives epidemiological dynamics [7,9,10]. This is
particularly important, as global climate change is expected to shift patterns
of environmental variability [11].
The predictability of environmental fluctuations across temporal scales (i.e.
diurnal, seasonal, annual) can be described by their autocorrelation structure.
Natural environmental fluctuations tend to be positively autocorrelated (‘red
noise’), where current conditions are similar to those of the recent past [12], as
opposed to uncorrelated random fluctuations (‘white noise’), where current
conditions are not similar to the recent past. Previous research has shown that
noise structure can affect population dynamics and persistence [13]. One important prediction is that red noise favours the persistence of sink populations
( populations with a negative intrinsic rate of growth) when fluctuations include
transient periods in permissive conditions that allow growth and population
recovery [14]. Similar outcomes are expected in a metapopulation context, but
here conditions for long-term persistence are also determined by noise synchrony
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(a) Study organisms

Paramecium caudatum is a freshwater ciliate that feeds on bacteria
and detritus [27]. It is found in still water bodies throughout the

(b) Host and parasite origins

Paramecium clone VEN [32] was used in this experiment. Three
months prior to the experiment, we seeded a mass culture of
this clone from a single individual. The culture was stored at
238C in 50 ml Falcon tubes and grown up by doubling the
volume three times a week with fresh medium. Twenty-four
hours before starting the experiment, the culture was mixed in
a large Erlenmeyer flask. On day 1 of the experiment, the mass
culture was diluted with medium to a density of 250 Paramecium
per millilitre. At the same time, we added infected individuals of
the same clone to a portion of the uninfected mass culture to
create an infected mass culture, with the same density and an
infection prevalence of 5%. The infected individuals were taken
from a 100% infected culture, established from a single infected
VEN individual. This infected individual had been isolated
from another mass culture infected with a mix of isolates from
our laboratory (see [35]).

(c) Main experiment

The infected and uninfected Paramecium mass cultures were each
distributed across 50 ml Falcon tubes in 30 ml volumes. A replicate
metapopulation comprised two 50 ml Falcon tubes (referred to as
subpopulations) linked by liquid transfer to create high (6.67% of
total culture volume) or low (0.67% of total culture volume)
levels of migration. In infected metapopulations, one of the two
subpopulations was seeded from the infected mass culture.
We imposed two variable temperature treatments in a factorial design. In the noise colour treatment, metapopulations were
exposed to temperature fluctuations between 5 and 238C, following red or white noise patterns. In the temperature synchrony
treatment, subpopulations within a metapopulation experienced
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2. Methods

Northern Hemisphere. In laboratory conditions, Paramecium is
maintained in Volvic mineral water with dried organic lettuce,
supplemented with the bacterium Serratia marcescens as food
[28]. Reproduction is predominantly asexual through mitotic division. Optimal temperature conditions are around 28– 308C, with
maximum and minimum tolerated temperatures of 32 –368C and
2 – 68C, respectively [26]. At temperatures of around 48C, Paramecium growth is almost entirely arrested for the Paramecium clone
used in this study. In their natural environment, P. caudatum are
found at the edge of small water-bodies, so are likely to be
exposed to frequent temperature changes [29]. However, because
this study tests ecological theory, it does not aim to represent the
specific abiotic conditions that Paramecium and Holospora encounter in their natural habitat.
Holospora undulata, a Gram-negative a-proteobacterium, is a
natural parasite of P. caudatum. Paramecium ingest infectious
forms (15– 20 mm) during feeding [30], which are transferred to
the micronucleus following fusion with food vesicles containing
the parasite. Infectious forms differentiate into reproductive
forms (5 mm) approximately 24 h later, which then begin to multiply. After 7 – 10 days, an accumulation of reproductive forms is
followed by the production of infectious forms [31]. Both morphotypes can be present simultaneously in the micronucleus.
Vertical transmission occurs when reproductive forms are transferred to the daughter micronuclei of cells following mitotic
division. Horizontal transmission arises when infectious forms
are released into the environment during cell division or following
host death. Thus, following initial infection, infected Paramecium
become infectious, in that they are able to transmit horizontally,
after about a week. Parasite infection increases host mortality
and reduces growth [32–34]. Optimal temperature for parasite
development is between 23 and 308C [25]. At low temperatures (less than or equal to 108C), Paramecium can still become
infected, but subsequent parasite within-host development or
differentiation of transmission stages are stopped [25].
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across subpopulations. Asynchronous environmental noise
reduces synchrony in subpopulation density fluctuations
[15]. This can enhance the beneficial effects of red noise and
promote metapopulation persistence, because migration from
subpopulations at higher densities can rescue subpopulations
at lower densities [16,17].
The relevance of these findings for epidemiology in host–
parasite systems is unclear. Theoretical models indicate that
temporal environmental stochasticity increases parasite population fluctuations, which may impede the spread of an
epidemic, or increase parasite extinction risk [10,18,19]. However, we are aware of only one model that explicitly considers
the importance of noise colour, and shows that red noise modifies the magnitude of parasite fluctuations [18]. Experimental
manipulation of noise colour in the presence of parasites
shows that blue noise (negatively correlated variation), in
contrast to white, increases host resistance [20], and that low
environmental disturbance frequency (approximating red
noise) can enhance host population diversity [21]. However,
experimental studies that track the long-term dynamics of
hosts and their parasites in stochastic environments are lacking.
Time-series analyses of metapopulations often find that
parasite epidemics are synchronized across cities or countries
[22 –24], which may be caused by shared stochastic climatic
conditions (‘environmental forcing’). Indeed, synchronized
onset and periodicity of cholera epidemics across five different countries has been linked to the common occurrence of
rainfall [23]. These observations point to the importance of
integrating both the temporal and spatial pattern of environmental noise when studying parasite epidemiology in
spatially structured populations.
We investigated the impact of red versus white environmental noise on host–parasite dynamics, using experimental
metapopulations of the ciliate Paramecium caudatum infected
with the bacterial parasite Holospora undulata. We imposed
daily temperature fluctuations, between permissive (238C)
and restrictive (58C) conditions, following red or white temporal sequences. We predicted that initially the parasite and
host would benefit from red noise, because it would produce
longer periods at 238C, which is more favourable for population growth [25,26]. Red noise was expected to benefit
the parasite directly if its demographic response to the noise
was similar to P. caudatum. In addition, red noise may benefit
the parasite indirectly, because larger host population sizes
favour increased parasite transmission.
As we were also interested in the combined effects of temporal and spatial noise structure, we manipulated the synchrony of
red or white temperature sequences between subpopulations.
Thus, we exposed subpopulations within a metapopulation to
the same (‘synchronous temperatures’) or different (‘asynchronous temperatures’) temperature sequences. We expected
the beneficial effects of red noise for host and parasite to be
maximal under asynchronous temperatures, because large subpopulations brought about by permissive conditions (238C)
may rescue those experiencing stressful conditions, an effect
previously demonstrated for single-species populations [16].
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(i) Noise colour

(ii) Temperature synchrony

We measured population density every 4 days and infection
prevalence every 8 days, by performing counts on the 6 ml
removed from the subpopulations using a stereomicroscope.
Infection prevalence was estimated from lacto – aceto – orcein fixations [31] of "40 Paramecium where possible, and never fewer
than five. Their infection status was determined at a magnification of 1000! ( phase contrast) and infection prevalence taken
as the proportion of infected individuals in the sample.

(d) Statistical analysis
(i) Parasite dynamics
We used a general linearized mixed model (GLMM) with a binomial error structure to analyse the impact of noise colour and
temperature synchrony on parasite prevalence during the experiment. The linear term for time was included in this model as a
covariate. General linearized models (GLMs) with a binomial
error structure were used to analyse variation in the proportion of
populations reaching peak prevalence before the end of the experiment, and variation in final parasite prevalence. A GLM with a
normal error structure analysed variation in synchrony in prevalence fluctuations between subpopulations. Synchrony in parasite
prevalence through time between subpopulations was assessed
using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ri) calculated for each
metapopulation [36]. If ri is close to 1, subpopulations are defined
as synchronous; if ri is close to 0 dynamics are uncorrelated; and
if ri is close to 21 populations are anti-synchronous [36].

In the temperature synchrony treatment, we manipulated the
similarity of temporal temperature fluctuations within a metapopulation. ‘Synchronous’ temperature fluctuations occurred
when subpopulations within a metapopulation shared the
same temporal sequences (temperature sequences were perfectly correlated; r ¼ 1). ‘Asynchronous temperatures’ occurred
when subpopulations experienced uncorrelated temperatures,
as each subpopulation within the metapopulation was allocated
a different temporal sequence (mean temperature correlation
coefficient between subpopulation sequences ¼ 20.03 + 0.02;
t ¼ 1.41, d.f. ¼ 31, p ¼ 0.17; electronic supplementary material,
figure S1).

(ii) Host dynamics

(iii) Culling and migration

(iii) Control treatments

Every 4 days, 6 ml of each subpopulation was removed and
replaced with fresh medium. Standard Paramecium culturing
techniques entail frequent dilution to maintain microcosm populations under continuous growth conditions [33]. We imposed
elevated culling to accentuate population decline, because we
tested theory that predicts red noise is beneficial for sink populations [14,16,17]. After day 28, we increased culling to every
2 days to increase the rate of decline. Migration between subpopulations occurred following each culling event and prior to
the addition of fresh culture medium. Migration entailed transferring either 2 ml (6.67%) or 200 ml (0.667%) between
subpopulations every 4 days.

(iv) Constant-temperature control treatment
Additional infected and uninfected control metapopulations
were established to monitor Paramecium and parasite dynamics
in constant environments. Control metapopulations were assigned to constant temperatures of 5 and 238C to confirm that
these environments corresponded to restrictive and permissive conditions. These control metapopulations were also
subject to high (6.67%) and low (0.67%) levels of migration
(2 parasite ! 2 temperatures ! 2 migration ! 4 replicates ¼ 32
control metapopulations).

We used a GLMM with a normal error structure to investigate
how parasite infection, noise colour and temperature synchrony
influenced Paramecium metapopulation size (log-transformed)
during the experiment. As above, the model included time as a
covariate. In complementary analyses, GLMs with a normal
error structure were used to analyse variation in metapopulation
decline and synchrony in density fluctuations between subpopulations. The rate of metapopulation decline was taken as the slope
of the linear regression of Paramecium total population size
through time. Subpopulation synchrony was described by the
intraclass correlation coefficient of total population density [36].

We used GLMMs to compare the effects of the constant (5 or 238C)
versus variable temperature treatments (red and white noise combined) on parasite prevalence (binomial error structure). In a
similar model, we compared the effect of constant versus variable
temperature treatments and parasite infection on Paramecium density (normal error structure). Time was included in these models as
a covariate. A GLM with a binomial error structure was used to
compare peak prevalence in the constant environment at 238C,
with peak prevalence in the temporally variable environments.
In all analyses, the metapopulation was the unit of replication. In
GLMM analyses, metapopulation was included in models as a
random factor, and mean deviances were used for quasi-F-tests.
Where necessary, deviances were scaled for overdispersion, so
that mean residual deviances were equal to 1. Statistical models
were initially fully factorial for temperature treatments (noise
colour, temperature synchrony) and parasite infection; they also
included migration rate as a main effect. Analyses with time as a
covariate contained metapopulation as a nested factor within
experimental treatments. All models were simplified by removing
non-significant terms ( p . 0.10). All analyses were conducted
with the JMP 10 statistical package [37]. Fitting autoregressive
error structures [38] in models including time did not improve
model fits, so we retained the simpler models.

3
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Temporal variation involved alternating populations daily
between 5 and 238C following ‘red’ or ‘white’ sequences, over
a 56-day period. All subpopulations had 28 days at 238C and
28 days at 58C, experiencing an overall mean temperature of
148C. White noise sequences were created using randomly generated number sequences. Fisher’s kappa spectral density tests
were used to ensure no serial autocorrelation in the ordering of
days ( p . 0.10). Red noise sequences were created using a function ensuring a serial correlation of 0.8 in the sequence. Fisher’s
kappa spectral density tests were used to ensure serial autocorrelation in the ordering of days ( p , 0.01). Each subpopulation
received its own sequence, except for the temperature synchrony
treatment, where both subpopulations followed the same
sequence (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1a
for Paramecium densities in relation to temperature sequences,
for example metapopulations). Subpopulations following red
noise sequences experienced a mean of 10.31 (+0.34 s.e.) temperature shifts, and populations following white sequences 28.34
(+0.47 s.e.) temperature shifts, during the 56-day experiment.

(v) Measurements

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

perfectly synchronous or spatially uncorrelated temperature
fluctuations (see below). Four infected and four uninfected metapopulations were randomly assigned to each of the four
treatment combinations, resulting in a total of 64 metapopulations (2 parasite ! 2 noise colour ! 2 temperature synchrony !
2 levels of migration ! 4 replicates).
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Figure 1. (a) Mean (+s.e.) parasite infection prevalence in metapopulations, measured as mean proportion of Paramecium infected, in constant (5 and 238C) and
variable (red and white noise) temperature environments. (b) Mean Paramecium subpopulation sizes in infected (solid lines) and uninfected (dashed lines)
metapopulations in (i) constant 5 and 238C environments and (ii) variable temperature environments.
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Figure 2. (a) Mean (+s.e.) proportion of infected metapopulations reaching peak parasite prevalence before day 56 of the experiment and (b) synchrony in
parasite infection prevalence fluctuations between subpopulations, for metapopulations experiencing red or white noise, with synchronous or asynchronous temperatures. Synchrony in subpopulation parasite prevalence is measured as the intraclass correlation coefficient (note values close to 1 mean dynamics are synchronous
and close to 0 mean uncorrelated).

3. Results
Here, we focus on the effects of noise colour and how it
interacted with temperature synchrony to influence parasite
spread and Paramecium population dynamics. Results on the
influence of migration on the spatial aspects of the epidemic
will be presented elsewhere. It should be noted that migration
did not significantly interact with noise colour for any measure,
for either the parasite or the Paramecium populations.

(a) Parasite dynamics
(i) Constant versus variable temperatures
The temperature treatments had contrasting effects on parasite
prevalence during the experiment (significant time ! temperature treatment interaction: F1,335 ¼ 49.28, p , 0.0001; electronic
supplementary material, table S1; figure 1a). At constant 238C,
prevalence increased from initially 2.5% in the metapopulation
to peak levels around 50%, before declining towards the end
of the experiment. By contrast, at 58C, the parasite declined
in prevalence and went extinct in all metapopulations. This
confirmed that 58C represented a population sink for the
parasite. In the variable temperature treatments, epidemics
progressed more slowly than at constant 238C (figure 1a). Consequently, although peak prevalence was the same (x21 ¼ 2:32,

p ¼ 0.1277), it was reached almost 20 days earlier at constant
238C. Thus, recurrent exposure to 58C delayed parasite
spread within variable treatments.

(ii) Variable temperatures: temporal noise colour
Time-series analysis (see electronic supplementary material,
table S2) revealed a significant impact of temporal noise structure on parasite prevalence, especially towards the end of
the experiment (noise colour ! time: F1,225 ¼ 6.60, p ¼ 0.01).
Red noise delayed peak parasite prevalence, with maximum
infection being observed prior to the end of the experiment
(before day 56) in only 43.8% of metapopulations, while peak
prevalence was reached in 87% of the metapopulations
experiencing white noise (noise colour: x21 ¼ 7:20; p ¼ 0.0073;
figure 2a). Furthermore, infection declined almost immediately
following the peak under white noise, but held constant or continued to increase under red noise (effect of noise colour on
final prevalence: x21 ¼ 5:05; p ¼ 0.0246; figure 1a). Temperature
synchrony did not significantly influence parasite prevalence
alone or in combination with noise colour (all main effects
and interactions: p . 0.77; electronic supplementary material,
table S2).
Red noise increased the synchrony in parasite dynamics
across the metapopulation (noise colour: x21 ¼ 6:11; p ¼ 0.0134;
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Figure 3. Mean (+s.e.) Paramecium subpopulation size for (a) infected and (b) uninfected metapopulations experiencing asynchronous temperatures, and (c)
infected and (d ) uninfected metapopulations experiencing synchronous temperatures under red (closed circles) and white (open circles) noise.

The impact of parasite infection on metapopulation size
varied with temperature treatment (temperature treatment !
infection ! time interaction: F1,1337 ¼ 63.44, p , 0.0001; electronic supplementary material, table S3). At constant 238C,
infected populations showed a sustained decline during the
course of the experiment, whereas the uninfected populations
maintained high densities. Constant 58C treatment resulted in
a 50% reduction in uninfected Paramecium metapopulation
size relative to constant 238C (figure 1b). At constant 58C,
infected populations lost infection and maintained equivalent
densities to uninfected populations (figure 1b). The variable
treatment resulted in the decline of both infected and uninfected populations, but marked differences between these
two treatments were most apparent towards the end of the
experiment. The mean effect of infection on population densities in variable treatments fell between those of the two
constant treatments (see electronic supplementary material,
table S2; figure 1b).

temperature synchrony interaction for Paramecium density:
F1,56 ¼ 6.2, p ¼ 0.0125; electronic supplementary material,
table S4). We found that red noise consistently increased population density over that of white noise for infected populations
experiencing asynchronous temperature fluctuations (figures 3a
and 4a). This positive effect was absent or much less pronounced in the other treatment combinations (figures 3b–d
and 4a). The effect of red noise under asynchronous temperatures enabled infected Paramecium metapopulations to
maintain densities equivalent to uninfected metapopulations
(figure 4a). This was associated with reduced overall rates of
decline for infected populations under red noise that were
equivalent to those observed in uninfected populations
(infection ! noise interaction: x22 ¼ 6:45; p ¼ 0.0111; electronic
supplementary material, table S4B; figure 3a). Note that neither
noise colour nor temperature synchrony had a significant effect
on uninfected metapopulations (figure 4a).
Furthermore, the combination of red noise and asynchronous temperatures reduced population synchrony in
infected metapopulations, compared with uninfected metapopulations. For the other three treatment combinations, we
observed the opposite trend, with parasite infection increasing
synchrony in metapopulations (temperature synchrony !
infection ! noise interaction: x22 ¼ 4:69; p ¼ 0.0303; electronic
supplementary material, table S4C; figure 4b).

(ii) Variable temperatures: noise colour and
temperature synchrony

4. Discussion

The impact of infection on host population dynamics depended
on the combined effects of both temporal noise colour and
temperature synchrony (significant infection ! noise colour !

We demonstrated experimentally that the temporal and spatial
structure of environmental noise can influence host and parasite
dynamics in a metapopulation. Consistent with prevailing

figure 2b). This is indicated by the higher mean intraclass correlation coefficient of parasite prevalence dynamics between
subpopulations in the red noise environments.

(b) Host dynamics
(i) Constant versus variable temperatures
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Figure 4. (a) Mean subpopulation size during the experiment and (b) synchrony in subpopulation density dynamics, shown for infected and uninfected metapopulations exposed to red or white noise, with asynchronous or synchronous temperatures. Synchrony in subpopulation density fluctuations is measured as the
intraclass correlation coefficient (note values close to 1 mean dynamics are synchronous and close to 0 mean uncorrelated).
theory [17] that predicts a beneficial effect of red noise, we found
that infected Paramecium metapopulations benefited from the
combined effects of red noise and asynchronous temperatures,
enabling them to maintain equivalent population densities to
uninfected metapopulations. Red noise also benefited the parasite, increasing synchrony in subpopulation parasite prevalence
and enhancing persistence at later stages of the epidemic. It is
noteworthy that all populations in the variable treatments
spent the same number of days at both 5 and 238C. The differences between red and white noise treatments would not have
been apparent if species’ responses to variable environments
were an average of their responses to the corresponding constant
environments. It is the nonlinear response to stochasticity that
underlies the differences in the dynamics between the red and
white noise treatments [14].

(a) Parasite
(i) Temporal noise structure and parasite epidemics
Previous theory and experimental work have demonstrated
a beneficial effect of red noise on population growth and
persistence for sink populations [14]. Our results indicate
that this effect extends to the more complex case of parasitic
organisms interacting with their host. In our experiment,
red noise was characterized by extended periods in both
permissive (238C) and restrictive (58C) conditions. We
hypothesized that while 58C arrests parasite development,
an extended period at 238C facilitates parasite within-host
multiplication and the accumulation of infectious forms
[25]. As 238C also favours host division, this should further
boost both vertical and horizontal transmission, because
infectious forms are disseminated with each division as
well as being transferred to daughter cells. By contrast,
white noise entails more frequent environmental changes,
with shorter periods of time at each temperature. If there is a
lag for parasite development and/or host division, then
shorter periods at 238C should be less conducive to parasite
spread. The importance of lag effects on parasite development
in the response to environmental stochasticity has been demonstrated [10]. However, our results are better explained by
indirect effects of noise structure on the host Paramecium populations. We found that red noise drove higher host population
densities than white noise towards the end of the experiment
(figure 1a). Increased Paramecium density under red noise
may lead to higher host–parasite contact rates and,

consequently, higher rates of horizontal parasite transmission
[39]. Consequently, enhanced transmission under red noise
may have prevented the parasite declines observed under
white noise. Consistent with this idea of a density-mediated
effect, there was an overall positive relationship between the
number of hosts harbouring new infections (a measure of
the force of infection; see [40]) and the frequency of infectious
hosts (producing infectious forms) in the population
(x21 ¼ 18:07, p , 0.0001). However, the number of new infections
detected in our fixed samples was too low for more detailed
analyses investigating the effects of red versus white noise.

(ii) Temperature synchrony and parasite spread
We expected synchronous temperatures to synchronize
parasite fluctuations in metapopulations. However, this was
not the case. The intraclass correlation coefficient, describing
the synchrony in prevalence changes, was affected by the temporal noise colour, but not by synchronous temperatures.
Indeed, red noise enhanced synchrony in subpopulation fluctuations, a result also observed by Fontaine & Gonzalez [41].
The reason for this result is not clear, but it may be due to indirect effects of red noise on realized migration rates. Migration
was implemented through the transfer of a fixed fraction
of medium, so higher host densities would result in greater realized migration rates. Increased migration is known to increase
synchrony in parasite populations fluctuations [42].

(b) Host
(i) Combined effects of noise and temperature synchrony on
Paramecium metapopulation dynamics
Our main finding for Paramecium populations is that infected
metapopulations experiencing both red noise and asynchronous
temperatures were able to maintain equivalent population densities to uninfected metapopulations. This is consistent with
theory that predicts that spatial heterogeneity enhances the beneficial effect of red noise on population densities in sink
metapopulations [17]. Red noise is predicted to permit population recovery during temporary periods in permissive
conditions. Asynchronous temperatures cause subpopulations
to experience contrasting conditions, so that large subpopulations can rescue small subpopulations. Matthews & Gonzalez
[16] found that red noise and asynchronous temperatures permitted higher Paramecium aurelia densities in metapopulations.
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The same combination of red noise and asynchronous
temperatures also influenced Paramecium dynamics at the
subpopulation level. Red noise, coupled with asynchronous temperatures, reduced subpopulation synchrony in the
infected metapopulations (figure 4b). Asynchronous temperatures are predicted to enhance the beneficial effect of red
noise due to a decoupling of dynamics between subpopulations. Theory predicts that asynchronous temperatures
allow demographic rescue by migration from a source subpopulation to a sink subpopulation. This decoupling of
density dynamics between subpopulations probably enabled
the higher population densities observed in our infected metapopulations [17]. This idea is further supported by the negative
relationship between the degree of synchrony between subpopulations and mean population size at the level of the
metapopulation for infected and uninfected populations
(all metapopulations pooled: r ¼ 20.31, n ¼ 64, p ¼ 0.01;
electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Thus, metapopulations with a higher degree of asynchrony between
subpopulations could maintain higher densities.

(c) Implications
(i) Noise colour is important for the dynamics of an epidemic
Previous time-series analyses have identified that changes in
parasite incidence and severity are associated with variation
in environmental conditions [5,43,44], and that the inclusion
of temporal environmental variation is crucial for accurate
prediction of epidemic onset [4]. A number of studies highlight the importance of extrinsic environmental stochasticity
for parasite epidemiology [10,19]. However, the precise role
of noise colour on dynamics has been largely overlooked
(but see [18]). This is despite a number of studies demonstrating that environmental noise structure can impact population

(ii) Parasite spread and disease management
Synchrony in parasite dynamics between subpopulations is
expected to have implications for disease management across
metapopulations. Parasites that exhibit synchrony in epidemics
across metapopulations are thought to be easier to control
than those with asynchronous dynamics. Simultaneous vaccination of a parasite with synchronous dynamics is more
likely to result in metapopulation-wide eradication [46]. We
find that red noise enhances synchrony in dynamics between
subpopulations compared with white noise. Thus, across our
metapopulations, parasite control or eradication would be
more probable under red noise. However, we also identified
that red noise is also associated with higher parasite prevalence
at the level of the metapopulation. High parasite prevalence may complicate control efforts, suggesting that the
link between subpopulation synchrony and metapopulation
prevalence should be investigated further.

5. Conclusions
We demonstrated the counterintuitive result that red noise is
beneficial for both host and parasite relative to white noise.
Red noise enhanced parasite persistence, and enabled infected
Paramecium populations to maintain population sizes that were
equivalent to uninfected populations. These results highlight the importance of environmental noise structure for
parasite epidemiology, and the impacts of parasitism on host
populations. Our results suggest that models incorporating
realistic stochastic fluctuations will improve the prediction of
future epidemics. Finally, because climate change is expected
to alter noise colour [11], this result has intriguing implications
for our understanding of parasite epidemiology over the
coming century.
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